The era of Chemical Imaging arguably started in 1885 with George Eastman’s introduction of “film” photography. Electronic Imaging next emerged in 1988 with the introduction of the filmless Nikons QV-100C electronic camera that utilized a 0.38Mpixel monochrome CCD sensor. While the demarcation to the current era of Computational Imaging is perhaps less distinct, it is clear that the data that comes out of a modern imaging sensor is far from what might be reasonably called an “image”. In fact, the sensor output is just the input to a long and complex chain of processing that is required for high-quality consumer, commercial, and scientific tasks.

This talk reviews some recent trends in state-of-the-art computational imaging research and explores ideas about the future directions of the marriage of computational imaging with image sensor design and function. To do this, we present a variety of cutting-edge imaging applications ranging from digital holography to neutron and X-ray imaging, and we discuss the interplay between sensors and algorithms and speculate on future directions for computational sensor design. A key observation is that technology cannot easily change discontinuously, so that plausible future directions must likely find an evolutionary path to revolutionary change.
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